Large Enrollment Causes Changes In State Colleges
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OMOE Class Will Sponsor a Party at Page Hall

The OMOE class will sponsor a party at Page Hall on Friday night. The party will be held in the commons, and will feature music and dancing. The party will be open to all students.

Plon Releases Rules For Lunchage

The lunchage rules for the State College News have been released. The rules state that lunchage will be served at 12:00 noon, and that all students must be in their rooms by 12:15 p.m. The rules also state that lunchage will be served at 12:00 noon, and that all students must be in their rooms by 12:15 p.m. The rules also state that lunchage will be served at 12:00 noon, and that all students must be in their rooms by 12:15 p.m. The rules also state that lunchage will be served at 12:00 noon, and that all students must be in their rooms by 12:15 p.m. The rules also state that lunchage will be served at 12:00 noon, and that all students must be in their rooms by 12:15 p.m.

SA To Receive Organ for Page Hall

The SA will receive an organ for Page Hall. The organ will be installed in the commons, and will be used for all college functions.

Gibson Releasing Dates For Tests; Campaign Talks

Gibson is releasing the dates for the test campaign. The test campaign will begin on Monday, and will continue until Friday. The campaign talks will be held on Tuesday and Thursday.

Eurich Heads State University

Dr. Alvin C. Eurich has been appointed as the head of the State University. Eurich is a well-known educator, and has been a leader in the field of education for many years.

State College News

State College News, a weekly newspaper, has been in publication since 1940. The newspaper is published by the State College News, Inc., and is distributed to all students at the State College.

To Discuss Budget, Grad, SMILES Plans

The SA will discuss the budget, graduation, and the SMILES plans. The discussion will take place on Thursday at 8:00 p.m.

Easter Activity

The SA will hold an Easter activity on Friday. The activity will include a egg hunt, and a parade.

Bury, Federico, Davis To Head Production Cast

Kyle Directs, Books, Back Write Musical

Bury, Federico, and Davis are heading the production cast. Kyle is directing, and Books and Back are writing the musical.

To Present Film, Spanish Dances

The SA will present a film, and Spanish dances. The film will be shown on Saturday at 8:00 p.m., and the Spanish dances will be performed on Sunday.

Fraternity To Visit Hyde Park

The fraternity will visit Hyde Park. The visit will be made on Saturday afternoon.

To Present Film, Spanish Dances

The SA will present a film, and Spanish dances. The film will be shown on Saturday at 8:00 p.m., and the Spanish dances will be performed on Sunday.
Comment

Everybody seems to have a change in the elections for the college year '49-'50. It has been heard that the state of emergency due to the election campaign is past, but the state of emergency due to the election campaign is now.
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Sophie Rivalry Basketball: Men Easily Triumph In Two Games

BZ Cops WAA Basketball Title; Gamma Kap Takes Pin Crown

The dual place of Winda Schaff of the B-Z girls and Mary Atwood of the WAA girls was made official last week when the State College students were named as the champions of the basketball league for both women's and men's basketball. The B-Z girls won both games against the WAA girls, while the men's team, Gamma Kap, defeated the Engineers in both contests.

Potter Hoopsters Defend Trophy

The Potter men's basketball team has successfully defended their championship title in the recent games. The team showed their strength and skill in defeating the opposing teams, cementing their place as the top basketball team in the conference.

Baseball Squad Begins Practice

The baseball team has started their practice sessions in preparation for the upcoming season. The squad, led by Coach Hathaway, is determined to bring home another championship.

Bowl Whitewater Law; RPI Captures First Place

The bowl team has successfully captured their first place, showcasing their talent and determination. They will be one to watch out for in the upcoming matches.

Baseball Squad

The baseball squad has started their practice sessions in preparation for the upcoming season. The team, led by Coach Hathaway, is determined to bring home another championship.

Tobacco Marketing

Tobacco marketing experts have gathered for a meeting, discussing strategies and trends in the tobacco industry. The meeting aims to enhance the marketing campaigns and improve consumer engagement.

Softball League

The softball league has started its season, with teams competing in the upcoming matches. The league is a popular activity among students, with matches taking place on the field.

Suspending KDR Win In Softball

The KDR team has secured a win in the recent softball match, showcasing their skills and strategies. The game was an exciting event, with both teams giving their best to secure the victory.
Dr. Krumb relates impressions
Of German Professor In U. S.
By DEAN B. STURGEON
Professor at Miami University
This was his conclusion: "This
was a fine trip. During half a year,
I learned much. Of course, I made
some mistakes and had a few
misunderstandings. But the
spending the time in German
speaking countries and contacts
with German-speaking people
was most beneficial. I was
given the opportunity to live
in a city, Hamburg, and to
work in a small university,
the University of Hamburg. I
was able to meet many
German-speaking people and
to learn much from them.
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